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Typography is an important part of graphic design. This thesis, through examining 
the form of typography’s visual representation, studies typography’s new forms and 
techniques of visual representation in present graphic design. 
The thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter one introduces the research status and 
the focus of study. Chapter two probes into the present condition of typography. Chapter 
three introduces typography in the emotional design . In chapter four, I discuss the forms 
of visual representation in present typography, which is further explained in seven 
sections:Breaking away from normalcy; Graphic language reconstructed; Deconstruction 
and reorganization of point, line and plane; Synthetical material: representation and 
producing of quality; Space and media inserted; Application of cultural icon; Calligraphy 
and typography. The seven sections analyze how a designer applies such new forms to 
explore possibilities in the representation of typography. The last chapter illustrates the 
point of this thesis by actual design works. 
In present graphic design, typography’s way of information transmission is 
comparably repressing, for it seldom pays attention to humane element. This places the 
study of preeminent typographic designs with vital importance. Contemporary 
typographic design is no longer confined in techniques such as simple distortions in word 
style or typesetting on traditional paper format. Rather, it integrates into different kinds of 
media to deconstruct and to create, through utilization of space, media, cultural icon and 
word features. Typography has developed from a two-dimension based design to a 
three-dimension one, and it has become a powerful instrument for information 
transmission. The awakening of word style design is an irresistible trend in our time. It 
leads us, away from the depressing modernism, into the design age of individuality and 
creativity. 
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